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ECR Community Focus Areas
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ECR Community Publications



WEBINAR AGENDA

Introductions Declan Carolan & Ché McGann, ECR Community

Case Studies 3 short presentations from Jeronimo 
Martins, AB Vassilopoulis, and FoodCloud that 
will provide an overview of their case studies 
that were included in the review

Panel Discussion Our 3 presenters will join a panel to discuss 
regulation, collaboration, and consumer 
engagement

Q&A Submit your Questions in the chat! 

Showcase some of the waste management & food waste case studies 

from the publication 

Tuesday 24th May, 4.30-5.30pm CET



Recycling of Coffee Pods

Fernando Ventura,

Head of Efficiency and Innovation 
Environmental Projects,

Jeronimo Martins, 

Portugal

Fighting Against Food Waste: Supply 
Chain Collaboration

Christopher Hill,

Operations & Development Director, 

FoodCloud, 
Ireland

Food Waste Study and Initiatives 

Angelina Sapounaki, 

Sustainability Marketing Associate, 

AB Vassilopoulos, 

Greece

OVERVIEW OF TODAY’S CASE STUDIES 
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ECR CIRCULAR 

ECONOMY FOCUS 

AREA



OVERVIEW OF PUBLICATION

1. Insights

Articles from circular economy experts the latest trends 
emerging, new ways of collaborating, new processes and 
formats to help retailers & CPG companies to transition to a 
circular economy. 

2. Action

Current circular economy projects from retailers & CPG 
companies presented in a consistent format. 

100+ pages featuring 18 case studies from around the world on 

topics including circular packaging, product, waste management, 

food waste and circular economy platforms. 

Download from ECR Community website: ECR Community | Efficient Consumer Response. (ecr-community.org)

https://www.ecr-community.org/
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COMPANIES INCLUDED IN REVIEW
Italy, 3

Spain, 1

Greece, 3

Austria, 4

France, 4

IRL
1

PRT
1



#ECRCircularEconomy



CIRCULAR WEBINAR SERIES 2022

Webinar 1

Tuesday, March 22nd

Webinar 2

Tuesday, May 24th

Webinar 3

Tuesday, September 27th

#ECRCircularEconomy

Launch Webinar

Tuesday, February 1st



‘Closing the Loop: 100% rPET Bottles 
with Sustainable Sleeves’

Isabelle Haslinger & Erich Schlenz 
Henkel Laundry & Home Care, 
Austria

‘Fresh Produce Deliveries in Reusable 
Plastic Containers’

Anais Ryterband

Pandobac, France

‘CYCLE household cleaning products 
made from organic acids and 
recycled water’

Sunny Bhasin

Renew Technologies, Hungary

REVIEW OF WEBINAR 1 – CIRCULAR PACKAGING & PRODUCTS



- Recycling of Coffee Pods -

May 24th, 2022



About Pingo Doce
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465 Stores

✓ Perishables
✓ Private Brand
✓ Meal Solutions



The Background

✓ Pingo Doce launched its Private Brand coffee 
pods and coffee machines;

✓ Few players in the market had take-back systems 
for used coffee pods;

✓ Existing systems were exclusive to their brands;

✓ Coffee pods are not considered packaging.
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The Challenge

✓ To develop and promote the circularity of a 
relevant waste stream in Portugal;

✓ To create a convenient environmental service for 
costumers;

✓ To establish the right partnership

✓ Environmental responsibility as the basis for eco-
innovation;
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The Solution

✓ Relevant: the biggest network to collect used coffee 
capsules and pods in Portugal, since 2013;

✓ Inclusive: all brands and materials are collected;

✓ Circular: all materials are recycled or recovered;

✓ Convenient: costumers can drop-off used coffee 
capsules and pods in the stores where they buy new 
ones.
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The History
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Pingo Doce 
Recycling Bins 1.0

Pingo Doce 
Recycling Bins 2.0

2009 2010-2013 2019



The Results

✓ 314 Pingo Doce’s stores with recycling bins for coffee 
capsules and pods;

✓ 80 millions of coffee pods collected in nine years;

✓ 1 305 tonnes of waste recovered and recycled (plastics, 
aluminum and coffee grounds) in nine years;

✓ 20 000 euros for local charities in nine years;
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Main Barriers to Implementation

✓ Ensuring the operational efficiency in terms of the required 
store space;

✓ Employees time needed to manage the waste;

✓ Logistics for collecting the pods from the stores. 
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Next Steps

✓ Expanding the collection of used coffee capsules and pods to 
more stores; 

✓ Development of a bin adapted for smaller stores; 

✓ Combining the collection of used coffee pods with other waste 
flows;

✓ Promote the in-store and in-packaging communication. 
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Food Waste 
study and initiatives

“We Give Our Best to
make a difference in

People’s Lives”
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A few words about us

Info as of 31/12/2021

14. 14.774

774
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A few words about us
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A few words about the case in Greece

Food waste is a global issue. Globally, 1/3 of 
food production goes to waste, meaning 1,3 billion 
tons of food each year, with major environmental 
and social consequences.

In Greece, all reports and studies show that the 
Greek citizens are the biggest food wasters in 
Europe and remain adamant to food waste issues.

Something needed to change!
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Our commitment| Scope of project

Food Loss 
& Waste 

Prevention

Food 
Donations, 
No Edible 
Food Left 

Behind

Advocacy

be Bold in the 
Communities 
we operate 

In 2019, AB made a Bold commitment, to reduce food waste and plastics by 50% by 2025.

AB takes action to Prevent food loss and waste, to Donate all edible food waste, and to become the Advocate in halving 
food waste in local communities we operate in.
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Food Waste Study I Goals

In context of our commitment to reduce food waste, we started a collaboration with Harokopio University, with an 18-
month study.

Goals

• Attempt to answer the major problem of food waste and create the baseline of food waste throughout our supply 
chain for the first time in Greece

• To investigate and understand how and from where the food waste is coming from throughout the entire supply chain

• Generate information to educate all the "links" of our chain, in order to change habits, attitudes and behaviour
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Food waste study I Methodology

Our customers- 772 completed HH diaries were obtained and analysed.

Our suppliers- 86 suppliers filled out the questionnaire and 22 one to one interviews were conducted.
The FAO Food Loss and Waste conversion factors for agricultural production, post-harvest and storage, and processing were also 
used in parallel, for quantitative estimates.

Our Operations (stores and WHs)- Harokopio analysts ran an extensive quantitative analysis of all food shrink data for the years 
2016-2020, with 2019 being the baseline year.
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Customers 
Main findings 

• Every year, Greek households throw away more than
1,000,000 tons of food. 44.3% of which could be safely
consumed.

• Every citizen in Greece throws away 98.2 kilos of food
from his/her household every year.
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AB Suppliers 
Main findings

Fruit and vegetable dept.: 
• Large variation of waste percentage per producer and per product. (loss and waste of 

5-30% of the produce).
• AB's high standards for aesthetic and uniformity criteria are cited as the main reason

for product rejection.

Dairy dept.: 
• The milk processing / dairy sector does not produce large quantities of food waste

(the majority reported loss & waste rates of 0.0 to 1.0%). These numbers do not 
reflect primary production.

Bakery dept. : 
• Most participating suppliers reported waste rates of 0.0 to 4.0%
• Suppliers of a wide range of products participated. Insufficient representation of the 

packed sliced bread sector
• The bakery sector does not produce large quantities of food waste
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AB Operations 
Main findings 

• The top three categories where food 
waste is observed is F&V, dairy and 
bakery department, respectively.

• The three of them sum up to 78% of 
total food waste!

• This leaded to the choice of the 
main food categories to further 
investigate.

FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
& PLANTS 

32.1%

DAIRY 
27.4%

DELI & BAKERY 
18.5%

MEAT & FISH 
(FRESH/PROCESSED) 

14.0%

GROCERY FOOD 
7.0%

FROZEN 
1.1%

Food Waste and Donations (in weight) per Department
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AB Operations 
Main findings 

• Due to cost, meat and fish takes up 
first position in euros, with 24,4% of 
the total.

• F&V, dairy and bakery dept. account 
for 61.4% of total food waste.

FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
& PLANTS 

16.9%

DAIRY 
23.5%

DELI & BAKERY 
21.0%

MEAT & FISH 
(FRESH/PROCESSED) 

24.4%

GROCERY FOOD 
12.4%

FROZEN 
1.9%

Food Waste and Donations (in value) per Department
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AB Operations 
Main findings 

• In terms of weight, over 70% of total 
food waste (including donated food) 
stemmed from AB stores.

• Food donations (both AB stores and 
WHs) accounted for 9.4% of total 
food waste

Store Food Waste
70.8%

Store returns to suppliers
15.8%

Store Donations
8.7%

WH food waste
4.0%

WH 
Donations

0.7%

Food waste and Donations (in weight) per reason
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Food Waste Initiatives I What's next?

We have started a 5-year collaboration with WWF, regarding food waste awareness campaigns to all key stakeholders, in
order to reduce food waste.

The Key stakeholders and initiatives

• AB associates in stores/ WHs/ HQs- create awareness campaigns/ webinars/ change/add internal processes to reduce
food waste from stores and WHs

• AB Suppliers- create best practice materials on food waste reduction, plus workshops and webinars

• AB customers- create awareness campaigns throughout the year
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Food Donations I Love Food program

Every year in Greece the percentage of people who are malnourished or 
below the poverty line increases.

At the same time, the quantities of healthy food that could be consumed 
but are thrown away are increasing. 

AB created the program "Love Food“, becoming the first company in 
Greece to implement an organized program to donate food (fresh and 
non-fresh) from our stores and warehouses to social organizations.

Main Goals

• Reduce food waste from stores and WHs
• Reduce malnutrition
• Locality and support of vulnerable groups
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Food Donations I Love Food program

The results of the “Love Food" program are impressive. In 2021, we supported more than 240 local 
organizations offering to over 120,000 people in need!

In total, in 2021-

8,3
million 
meals
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SUMMARY/ RECAP

Outcomes/Findings of study
• The study results are in line with previous bibliography and similar studies on food waste 

• Customers-
Biggest part of food waste in Greece, thus the biggest challenge. Half of produced food waste could be considered as 
avoidable.

• Suppliers-
Room for more in-depth collaboration. There are uncertainties in the estimates for food loss & waste in primary 
production. Overall, significant prevention potential for food waste generation hotspots.

• AB operations-
Well handled. Changes in operations can be made, as well as further increase of food donations

• F&V, dairy and bakery dept. contribute to the largest percentage of food waste
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Next steps for AB

• Projects and initiatives for all key stakeholders

• Customers- Awareness campaign in collaboration with WWF in Greece

• Suppliers- Workshops, best practice booklets and webinars
• AB operations- Strategic plan for internal operations, Workshops, best practice booklets and webinars

• AB being transparent to the public:

• Set KPIs for all three stakeholders, in order to monitor the progress on food waste reduction
• Develop an annual report for informing stakeholders for the progress



“We Give Our Best  to
make a difference  in

People’s Lives”

Thank you



Food system 
collaboration in the 
fight to prevent 
food waste

24th May 2022 



Our vision is for a world 
where no good food 
goes to waste



Food Waste - The Global Problem

Food Waste Climate ChangeFood Insecurity

40%
of food is wasted 
globally

people don’t have 
enough food to eat

of global greenhouse 
gases relate to food waste

835m 8 -10%



FoodCloud - Innovative Solutions

Our 
Partners



FoodCloud started in 2013 connecting 
businesses to charities through our technology 
platform to redistribute surplus food.



In 2016, to tackle food waste further up the 
supply chain, we opened three warehousing 
hubs in Galway, Cork and Dublin



Since 2014, FoodCloud has supported the 
redistribution of…

tonnes of surplus 
food with our 
partners

65,000

community 
groups 
supported

12k+

Working 
across 4 
countries

4

…with our amazing redistribution and network partners



of surplus food has 
been redistributed

150m 
meals

of which was in 
the last two 
years

50%

200,000+ tonnes 

of CO2-eq.*



Food Redistributed 2014-2021



Tesco - Hilton Food - FoodCloud
Integrating redistribution into core processes

● Surplus protein products are now redistributed from Hilton through 
the Tesco supply chain directly to FoodCloud Hubs

● Walking the supply chain together identified opportunities to improve 
processes

● Although surplus may be a low percentage of overall volume, stock is 
high value and every effort is made to prevent waste



Lidl - Meade - FoodCloud
Gleaning fresh Produce that would have otherwise gone to waste

● Surplus root vegetables picked in the field and then redistributed

● Education and engagement alongside surplus prevention

● The full utilisation of fresh Produce is a key opportunity to reduce food 
waste through re-use and redistribution



Aldi - Arrabawn FoodCloud
Creating local links to tackle surplus in the supply chain

● Aldi made the link to supply chain to redistribute surplus that may not have 
previously been considered

● Short code life surplus that needs to be identified and redistributed quickly

● Prioritising the food waste hierarchy at all times



Our 2030 Goal: A more 
equitable, inclusive 
and circular food 
system



Food waste 

hurts our 

planet

Help us fight it

Thank you!



WEBINAR SERIES – NEXT UP

Webinar 1

Tuesday, March 22nd

Webinar 2

Tuesday, May 24th

Webinar 3

Tuesday, September 27th

#ECRCircularEconomyRecordings of completed webinars can be accessed on the ECR Community Website

Launch Webinar

Tuesday, February 1st


